
Agreement for participation in the pilot test program

Aeromodelis plans to build first 30-35 models for tests pilots only, during May - mid August 
2018 period of time. The test pilot can get only maximum 3 models.

A test pilots has to assemble and start flying the model not later than 3 weeks after the 
shipping.

The Test pilot is required to provide the following feedback to the aeromodelis:
▪ about assembling the plane, how it went, problems, 

difficulties and possible improvements and solutions. 
▪ flying: how it flies, observations in the different weather 

conditions, what settings, CG, ballast and what joiners 
were used, etc

Aeromodelis will setup a private discussion group to share the feedback and experience.
All feedbacks and communication between pilots and the company stay a confidential and 
cannot be published without Aeromodelis approval. 
Aeromodelis holds the rights for this data and can publish that only with a pilot’s  compliance.

All test models will have Aeromodelis logo or/and company name/shop name for advertising 
purposes.

All test models are not a subject of commercial trading: The test pilot has to met and follow all 
conditions mentioned in this agreement, before the model could be traded or sold on third 
parties. So test models are not for a reselling purposes.

Any sells or dealers relations are not covered in this agreement and should be discussed 
separately.

What the test pilot gets as a bonus:
▪ The pilot will be served ahead of waiting list, getting spare 

parts or repairs
▪ Get shared information from company and others test pilots
▪ Discount for buying maximum 4 models until end of 2018. 
▪ Discount for spare parts.

The following version could be ordered:

Version: Storm (strong) Standard Standard lite Lite FAI limit

RTF 1450-1500 gr. 1230-1250 gr. 1080-1120 gr. 980-990 gr.

Ballast Max 1 kg  Max 750 gr  Max 300 gr.  N/a

Motor s. 1025 or better 1025 or similar 1015 / Mega 
16/15/5

1010 or similar



Models pre-assembled with:

▪ Wires are pre installed
▪ Servo bays are cut
▪ Receiver bay in CP is cut
▪ Push roads are pre-installed
▪ Ballast camera is pre-installed
▪ Joiners two pars: 5,5 and 7degrees

Prices:

Some Options:

Esc 60A 50-60A 35-40A 35A

Battery 
(mAh)

1000-1300 1000 800-1000 500-800

Servos 
CP

MKS 6130 or X10 
mini

 MKS 6110 or 
futaba same size

MKS 6110 or XT08 
plus

MKS 6110 or XT08 
plus

Servos 
tips

MKS 6110 or XT08 
plus

MKS 6110 or 
XT08 plus

KST Xt08 KST Xt08

Servo 
Rudder

MKS 6100
KST XT08 plus

MKS 6100
KST XT08 plus

MKS 6100
KST XT08 plus

MKS 6100
KST XT08 plus

Servo 
Stab

MKS 6100 KST 
XT08/ XT08 plus

KST XT08 KST XT08 KST XT08

LDS/top LDS for CP, Top 
drive - tips

LDS for CP, Top 
drive - tips

LDS for CP, Top 
drive - tips

No LDS, top drive 
only

Sense Standard 1550 euro

Sense Lite 1550 euro

Sense Storm 1600 euro

Sense FAI limit 1600 euro

Ballast set +70 euro

Storm ballast set +90 euro

Pre-installed LDS + Top drive rods +40 euro

Pre-installed wings connectors +20 euro

Pre-installed motor mount +20 euro



PS. All prices including VAT 21%

RTF assemble service (price for components are not 
included)

+350 euro

Paint white – fuselage +40 euro

Paint white wing (lite and fai limit versions are only white) +20 euro 

Custom painting , max 3 colors ( except black ) +90 euro

Paint nose with color +20 euro

Paint white tails +15 euro


